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MCSC ‘FINDS’ event/contest and the winner is…..

Mike Rich See Page 12 for more ‘FINDS’
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A RARE OUTING...SO NEAR AND YET SO FAR
At the very time when at least one of my three ‘toys’ is in a good
mood...running like clockwork [tic-toc?] and with a new muffler, the !@#
Covid-19 restrictions have almost obliterated our opportunities for Club
events, displays and outings...but not completely!
President John, with his redoubtable, red Mini Cooper ‘S’ ready for
action, suggested we take it and my Fiat Topolino for a brief but much
needed tootle up to “Pie In The Sky” at Cowan, on Thursday 6 August, a
lovely, sunny day, before the predicted wet weekend.
We invited the equally redoubtable Dieter Bartsch, an elder
statesman of our Club and designer and inventor of his remarkable little
“Bartsch Cars”, [the subject of a much earlier article in our Club magazine,
of which I can still supply a copy], to join us.
Both John’s Cooper and my Topo behaved themselves all the way
up to Cowan, with Gentleman John letting me take the lead, despite the fact
that his Cooper could have overtaken my “Little Mouse” at any time he felt
like doing so. With a little red terror on its heels, my Topolino outdid itself to
keep in front.
The Topo’s new, “straight through” muffler, just fitted by Garry, from
North Shore Mufflers at Hornsby, is a distinct improvement over its
somewhat rattly and holey old muffler, [which turned out to be a “Lukey”,
once famed and much sought after among exhaust systems.]
We arrived at “Pie In The Sky” without incident, [always a feat in
itself], to discover the usual miscellany of huge, old and new motorbikes and
their huge old riders...with a few normal-sized ones as well, all enjoying the
sunshine, camaraderie, coffee and pies, for which this has long been a
favourite spot.
It would be nice, but untruthful, to say that our two little fourwheelers caused great interest and excitement among the assembled
throng. The reality was that we and they were virtually ignored, with only
two exceptions.
A diminutive greybeard, about five feet tall on a windy day, peered
through the window of my Topo and politely asked how the hell I got in and
out of it. The fact that he was riding a huge Harley, longer, heavier and
infinitely more powerful than my “Little Mouse,” put me at a considerable
disadvantage, and, for a change, I couldn’t think of anything smart to say.
John and I had parked nose to tale, and suddenly, a gorgeous [even
when helmeted] young lass rode up on an iridescent red bike and asked if
she could squeeze between us. I can’t speak for John, but my deluded
hopes rose for about one microsecond, before she made it clear that she
was referring to her bike and our cars...and nothing more. She did smile and
say, “nice toys” as she took a photo and walked away to get a coffee.
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A RARE OUTING...SO NEAR AND YET SO FAR
Dieter soon joined us, and we spent a delightful hour or so, chatting,
reminiscing, remembering...not remembering...you know, old men stuff.
Indeed, when I looked around, that’s precisely what all the forty or so bikers
were doing, too. It would have been an equally pleasant, relaxing hour or so
for any of our Club’s members, and, once again, I found myself wondering
what we have to do to effectively encourage such informal, gatherings.
As a biker of some sixty years, still missing my two-wheelers, I
wonder if there is something unique among their aficionados that makes
them want to come together regularly, to enjoy the ride and the company of
their friends. Why can’t we manage to do the same?
Is it our machines that, we fear, mightn’t be able to make the effort?
Or could it just possibly be us?
Belatedly, John realised we hadn’t taken any pics of our mighty
machines, so, on the way home, we stopped at some bushland near the old
“toll-gates” and took the attached .
Dieter, who’d been tailing us home in his lovely modern Merc,
stopped with us and remarked how enchanting our little beasties looked as
they ‘sped? ’along the old highway.
Dieter’s Merc didn’t qualify as ‘historic’ for our photo, but Dieter
happily conceded that he did qualify...hence his inclusion.
Graham Sims 7/8/20

We asked Dieter to put his hand on the car he wanted to take home...as you
can see he wanted them both !...ed
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Rare Porsche Speedster on the loose.
Below are rear and side views of a 2019 Porsche Speedster taken from my
mini near Asquith/Hornsby in August. I read that of the total of 1,948 manufactured,
( production year was 2019 then that was it ! ) although 60 buyers put their money
where their mouth was, only 20 were allocated and sold in Australia at $604,000
each. (1948 was the year of the first Porsche 356 Speedster, hence that number ).
They took 4.0 seconds to get to 100 klms/hr ...a bit slow for the money !
Interesting that the side view photo shows a race type no (70) similar to another with
no (48). might be a thing you have to have....does attract the constabulary though.
The ’senior’ ( probably older than me even) driver was very careful with the speed
limits, which allowed me to hear the exhaust note and we travelled in front of, behind
of, or beside each other from north of Asquith to Pennant Hills via the old Pacific
H'way and the back roads. At Pennant Hills traffic lights, we were side by side
stopped, and I asked him if he would like to trade his car in on mine. I think he is still
laughing! Made the trip home from Pie in the Sky with Graham Sims and Dieter
Bartsch just a bit more interesting than it might have been...ed
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Extra luggage/goods capacity Isettas !!
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Lloyds you’d love to own – but never will!
The Christmas Coupés In 1952, Germany was still barely recovering
from the War. Cities were still full of bombed-out ruins, many people were
living in emergency accommodation, and the economy was only slowly
returning to normal. The average child in those years would have been
delighted to get an item of clothing and a book for Christmas. However, Carl
Borgward’s two sons, Carl Friedrich (always known as “Peter”), born 1938,
and Claus Dieter (born 1939) were not average children!
The following story is translated from the book “Lloyd, vom
Elektromobil zur Arabella”, by Hans W. Meyer (Motorbuchverlag, Stuttgart,
1989, ISBN 3-613-01264-2). The story gives an interesting insight into the
family life of the Borgwards.
It goes without saying that Peter
Borgward, as well as his one- year
-younger brother Claus, were
car-mad from early boyhood. In
1951, Peter had already obtained,
through special permission, a class
4 driver’s licence, which allowed
him to ride a motor-cycle of up to
250 cc cubic capacity. In 1952,
this driver’s licence was to be
extended to motor cars of up to
250 cc. Peter’s driving instructor
was the Goliath business manager,
Kurt Böttcher, and the lessons
were given in a normal Lloyd LT 600 without dual controls. This put a lot of
pressure on the instructor, for Peter, the same as his younger brother Claus,
had his heart set on that so-important piece of paper.
Both successfully passed the driving test and obtained the licence
they had so yearned for, and were now allowed to drive a four-wheeled
vehicle of up to 250 cc engine capacity. Naturally, both boys dreamed day
and night of having their own cars and awaited Christmas 1952 with excited
anticipation. To their boundless disappointment, Christmas Eve was totally
normal, including the mandatory meal of carp.
After the meal, Borgward senior asked his somewhat frustrated sons to
accompany him to the garage to get some more bottles of wine. Peter
willingly stood up, but his brother, in a brace due to a slipped disc in his back,
pointed out that he wasn’t allowed to carry anything heavy. Their father
reacted rather ill-temperedly to this reminder, because it robbed him of part of
the effect which he had intended.
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The two went to the garage. Peter jumped for joy when his father
opened the door. Inside stood two small sport coupes, silver-metallic, with
special aluminium bodies resembling those of the Hansa 1500 Le Mans
Coupés. Under the bonnets (to satisfy the law) there were, however, Lloyd
two-strokes, reduced to 250 cc. Their special Coupés had been built in the
Goliath works, and the bodies were by the coach-builder Johannes Rudy in
Delmenhorst. Thanks to a hint from a great aunt, Claus also quickly appeared
in the garage. As was soon shown by test-drives, Peter’s Coupé could reach
64.5 km/hr, that of his brother 63 km/hr.
It was a magnificent present for the two young boys. In 1952, normal
Lloyd buyers (who, in the impoverished Germany of 1952, would have had to
have above-average incomes) were still getting bodies made of wood and
leatherette. The early start as drivers proved beneficial for the boys,
particularly Peter. In November 1955 he won the hard AvD Rally outright,
beating far more powerful competition with his ordinary 400 cc, 13 bhp Lloyd.
He ran under the pseudonym “Herbert Müller”! He continued his successful
rallying career, later in a Hansa 1100 Coupé.
Both Borgward boys have since passed on. It is believed that the two
special Borgward Coupés still exist, but their whereabouts is not known.
It only remains to note that the Borgward daughter Monica, two years younger
than Claus, felt that since her brothers had received cars, she should get a
horse, but this wish was never fulfilled. A family friend explained the situation
to her…..:
‘Cars were wonderful publicity, but a horse would only cost money!’
…...sent in by Fred Diwell
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Celebrities on a Scooter and in a Micro
Dame Enid Diana Elizabeth
Rigg ( 20/7/38 to 10/9/20 )
If Diana Rigg ( aka Emma Peel
of the Avengers fame ) had
lived in Australia, then I am
sure that she would have been
one of our founding members.
In the photo to the right she is
riding a Vespa, maybe photoshopped, and in the other, below
along with John Steed there
they are in a Messerschmitt
KR201 !!
Diana Rigg/Emma Peel recently
passed away at the ripe old age
of 82, maybe I should say too
young at only 82.
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BRITISH BUBBLES STILL RULE ...(from a letter to the UK )
Far, far away in The Antipodes, I enjoyed Gerald Rickwood’s
reminiscences about his Heinkel Kabine, way back in the late ‘50’s. My own
microcar days date back to the same period, beginning with a Messerschmitt
KR200 , which took me to and from The University of Sydney in weathers fair
and foul, and also served ,with attendant gymnastic difficulties, as the vehicle
in which my fiancée and I somehow did our courting.
Many years later ,after becoming boringly ‘normal’, I found myself
hankering after another ‘bubble-car’, ideally a BMW Isetta. This desire was in
no way hindered by my weekly viewing of the gorgeous ‘Gina’ ,of ‘Heartbeat’
fame, and her equally gorgeous, (well, nearly so) red Isetta, which she drove
in the first series.
In 2003, at the Sydney Motor Show, my eyes fell upon a bright yellow
Isetta on display and soon to be auctioned. It wasn’t red...it wasn’t Gina’s …
Gina didn’t come with it...but I HAD to have it !!
Although a mature, indeed pre-geriatric 62 year- old at the time, my
enthusiasm was of adolescent effervescence at the auction ,and I KNOW
that the auctioneer did his clever best to ensure that the little yellow beastie
became mine...and it did!
When I blithely announced that I intended to drive it home , a distance
of some 25 kilometres, from inner Sydney to the northern outskirts, where I
live, the auctioneer expressed grave concern. The Isetta had not been driven
for some time, was not in the greatest shape or condition, and no-one, least of
all myself, knew how to drive it.
This dilemma was solved by the auctioneer generously arranging for
the tiny Isetta to be delivered, at no cost to me, as the sole occupant on the
tray of the longest low-loader semi-trailer I have ever seen. Its fame, at least
in our street, began that day.
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BRITISH BUBBLES STILL RULE ...(from a letter to the UK )
It’s now been restored, (more than once), has appeared in a
magazine ad and in many car shows and displays, is loved and /or laughed
at by children of all ages...and I continue to refuse all offers to part with my
‘Rollende Ei’ (Rolling Egg), as it is called.
Amazingly, although it was built and first registered in 1957, I appear
to be only its third owner in its more than 50 years of puttering along. A
proud, British-built 3 wheeler version, my ‘Rolling egg’ was built in the old
loco carriage -works in Brighton ,and was first registered in November 1957,
to a Derek William Jones, who resided in a caravan park in Moss Side Lane,
Rixton, Warrington. By September 1976, it had travelled 24,390 miles, and
received a Test Certificate from A.R. Morris (Crewe) Ltd. It was brought to
Australia in about 2001 by some brothers who tried unsuccessfully to restore
it, before deciding to auction it … to ME! When it is not taking me (and
sometimes a grinning but embarrassed mate) for a coffee or two, my Isetta
relaxes in my garage, alongside its new friend, my 1959 Heinkel Kabine,
made in Dundalk, Ireland...but that’s another story. …..Graham Sims
#############################################################

Each year, the Isetta ( and the Heinkel ), have holidays on the South Coast of
NSW with Graham & Judy, and each holiday they get to make new friends.
Did all these new friends fit into that tiny Isetta ?
Photo taken after these excited kids calmed down long enough to be still for
the camera at Ulladulla NSW….ed
#############################################################
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1956 Mochet CM-125Y Camionette…
The small, simple, rugged Citroen 2CV is famous for conquering the rural
parts of France, but the even smaller and simpler 125-cc Mochet was equally
popular during the postwar years, when anything displacing 125cc, or less,
didn’t require a driver’s licence. That rule changed to 50 cc in the 1950s, and
Mochet quit building cars. This restored Camionette delivery version wears
Lucky Strike livery, which seems appropriate given these things are just big
enough to haul a few cartons of cigarettes along with some wine and cheese.

Georges had inherited the business from his father, Charles
Mochet (1880–1934) under whose leadership it had, after the First World
War, produced children's pedal cars and, between 1924 and 1934, the
'Vélocar' lightweight, pedal-powered, cycle-car.
Georges Mochet began to produce cycle-cars at his, now-demolished,
premises at 68, Rue Roque-de-Fillol at Puteaux in approximately 1946 and by
about 1952 had progressed to more modern looking two seater micro-cars
and powered two-wheelers. In 1958, with approximately 3,000 vehicles
manufactured, production ended.
Production of the Mochet cars declined the moment the law was
changed and required every car driver to have a driving licence. Mochet and
other small makes were gone in a blink by the end of 1957 or early 1958.
Under Georges Mochet the cars were powered by small single cylinder two
stroke Ydral engines initially of 100 cc installed at the back and driving the
rear wheels. By the time manufacturing ended, the engine size had increased
to 175 cc. During this time the body work also evolved, with improved weather
protection a welcome aspect of later models. ed
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Mike’s Isetta with a ’B’ Double, and with a ‘wild’ animal (at Dubbo Zoo)

and with a smaller wild animal, of the
human species
with another ( almost ) Micro ( must be a smart car to sneek in here )
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FINDS from Niko Satria
Micro scooter in garden with flowers

Micro scooter with miniature micros
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more ‘FINDS’….. is this the Isetta School bus in Dubbo ?

Fred’s Messer and Imp, accompanying two other Messers on R & R at Colo Heights
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‘FINDS’ from Fred Diwell and Geoff Goodwin
Fred’s Messerschmitt loading to travel to Qld to star in the Elvis movie

Fred could not park under ‘his’
street sign, but there he is.

Hard to see the Goodwin street
sign as it is partly behind the tree.
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Technology of the past, maybe useful today ( if we could get it )
Let’s go under the hood of an old
car and see what we can find.
What, for example, is that thing
pictured, and why would a Mario Brother
braze a plumbing part onto a spark plug?
Well, THAT is a Primer Spark Plug.
Those were once made by every major
spark plug company and you could buy one
for any car.
Why would you want a faucet
attached to your spark plug? Early gasoline
formulations had a problem with volatility,
especially at low temperatures. That made
starting difficult on a cold day. The Primer
Spark Plug permitted you to prime your car
engine prior to starting it. You would open
those faucets on each of the spark plugs
and, using a small funnel, pour gasoline
or, better, more volatile liquid, ether, into
each cylinder. You could easily buy the ether in small screw top tins at any
pharmacy. After closing the valves on the spark plugs you could start the car
using that primer fluid. But why not simply pour gasoline into the carburetor?
Because of this: Almost all automobile carburetors in the 1920s
were Updraft Carburetors. They sucked air, and vaporized gasoline, upwards
You couldn't pour anything into their air horns. So you bought a set of Primer
Plugs. Note that fuel volatility, or rather the lack of it, was such a problem in
the teens, ‘ 20s, and ’ 30s that the better carburetors, such as the Rayfield
Model G, were water jacketed and heated by the engine.
Below left, the famous water heated Rayfield Carby, and to the right
is an example of an updraft Carby.
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Technology of the past, maybe useful today ( if we could get it )
Glass Spark Plugs were once used for tuning cars. The glass
insulator allowed the mechanic to see into the cylinder while the engine was
running and view the colour of the combustion. If the burning air/fuel mixture
was a yellow-orange color you knew the mixture was too rich and you turned
in the low or high speed needle valves on the carburetor. When the colour
seen through the Glass Spark Plug was pale blue the mechanic knew that the
air/fuel ratio was around the desired 14.6:1. ( I used a similar glass spark plug,
just the one, as late as the 1970s. I cannot remember who I lent it to, but he
did not return it...they were by then very hard to find….ed )

Green Jacket Spark Plug
You thought all spark plugs had white
porcelain insulators, right? They do now.
But at one time the Splitdorf Company made
a premium spark plug that was very recognizeable because of its hexagonal insulator and its
green color. The colour was not a marketing
or aesthetic choice. Splitdorf Spark Plug
insulators were made out of ruby mica rather
than porcelain. The mica was more durable
than porcelain being less susceptible to
cracks and breaking.
Splitdorf made the green hex style
plug from 1909-1928 in many variations for
all sorts of automotive, farm, motorcycle and
aviation applications. The green hex was
only a removable dust cover, covering the
mica sheeting wrapped around the electrode,
( Bob M from W.A ( who got it from Bob F ! )
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Progress report from Laurie Stanton ( NZ ) re his Berkeleys.
Laurie lives in Cromwell ( aka Berk-Ville) which is a little north of
Queenstown in the south Island. At 119 klms, a point in Berk-Ville is the
farthest from the water in NZ than any other.
The triple motor from Berk 2, which became EVBERK (Berk2) is
running and just working on getting Berk3 body back together, was a total
rebuild but nice to get to the “put back together stage. Berk1, the Green one
is still going well

Berkeley Cars Ltd, England produced economical sporting microcars with
motorcycle-derived engines from 322 cc to 692 cc and front wheel drive between
1956 and 1960.
The Berkeley automobile was a collaboration between designer Lawrence
"Lawrie" Bond and the Berkeley Coachworks factory owned by Charles Panter, which
at the time was one of the largest manufacturers of caravans in Europe. It was an
ideal project for Berkeley, who had developed considerable skills in the use of Glassreinforced plastic (GRP), and were looking for something to fill the gaps in the very
seasonal caravan market. What Panter and Bond wanted to achieve was "something
good enough to win World 750cc races... but cheap, safe, easily repairable and
pretty."
The caravan market collapsed towards the end of 1960, and Berkeley's
poor cash flow forced the company into liquidation on 12 December 1960, taking its
car manufacturing activities with it. After having produced about 4100 cars of various
types, the workforce was laid off shortly before Christmas that year The factory was
later used by Kayser Bondor Ltd to make women's underwear, but it was demolished
in 2002 and the site turned over to housing . There are only a few hundred of these
great little cars known to survive worldwide. ( and Laurie has 3 of them ! ) ...Ed
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Andrew Duncan bought this Moto Guzzi 125cc Stornello way back in
1962, and has cared for it and ridden it ever since.

We have heard about his Goggos, Scooters, and Double Decker bus in a previous
edition of this magazine, and now time to look at another love .... Moto Guzzi. They
first produced the 125cc Stornello Turismo in 1960 and added a Sport model in 1961.
Both models ran through to 1967 when the Stornello was changed to a 160cc engine
that ran from 1968 to 1975. Andrew’s bike is stamped NCD 19 which would put it
pretty early in the Stornello production line. This sized engine might make it a micro
motorcycle ( maybe not ), hence we are talking about it now.
When Andrew bought the Stornello there was no Australian agent for Moto
Guzzi so he wrote to the factory explaining the situation and they sent him a Riders
Handbook in English, a Parts Catalogue in Italian, and instructions to place orders
with reference to the Parts Catalogue. Andrew was amazed at how cheap the parts
were, later finding that he was classified as an importer, and that later that pricing
might have sent them broke.
Andrew did an exceptional job restoring the Stornello a few years ago. The
paint work and pinstriping were done by Star Enamellers and, fortunately, Andrew still
had the stencils that he took of the original pinstripes before he repainted the bike
back in the rallying days.
The Stornello and Andrew’s riding ability resulted in numerous club trophies
in the 1960s and, although he moved on to riding MZs in rallys, he still has a love of
Moto Guzzis. He also raced in the Senior TT at Bathurst on a 500cc Velocette
thanks to Garry for passing on this info ….. ed
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Resto Corner……...
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All set for the trip around Australia ? ( the big lap ! )

Or stay at home and have fun with a Prinz
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From this…...

To this...

...In the flash of a cheque book...but hey it’s only money,
and what a great job by MCSC club member and Dart
owner Brendan from Wilberforce…..ed
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Some nice colours amongst this lot of NSU’s
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‘Microcar and Scooter Club Inc’ No 987 6195.
ISSN 2206 8880 Web site, www.microcarandscooterclub.org
Correspondence C/o MCSC. Post Office Box 42, Berowra, NSW, 2081.
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Scooter President
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Treasurer & M’ship
Magazine Editor:

John Renshaw, ph 02 9484 8666, <pop.nan@optusnet.com.au>
Andy Jackson, <ozlambretta@gmail.com> ph 0406 752 533
Douglas Kennedy, ph 02 9456 0341, <douglaskennedy@internode.on.net>
Allen Wall, 0417 267 173, <alscooters@bigpond.com>
John Renshaw, (proof reader Graham Sims )

Webmaster:

Andy Jackson …. see above

Magazine Support:
all MCSC members
Mag prodn/distn
John Renshaw & Allen Wall……. See above
Events registrar
: Niko Satria 0422 922 031 with a request for input from all members
Events facilitator:
Vic Fenech, 0417 677 003, along with committee/member collaboration.
Research officer:
Douglas Kennedy, contact as above.
Spare parts adviser:
Fred Diwell, 02 4565 0219, e-mail microcarscooter@skymesh.com.au>
Club plate register
& inspector:
Keith Wall, and movement day book Ph 0417 267 173
CMC delegates:
Allen Wall, Peter Luks, Vic Fenech, and Andy Jackson
Public officer:
Allen Wall.
The objectives of membership are for the preservation, restoration and promotion of Microcars and
Scooters, all kept to as original condition as practical. Monthly meetings take place at the Arena
Sports Club ( was the Greyhound Club), Boardman Ave, Yagoona, on the third Friday of each month
starting at 8.00 p.m. We hold rallies and social events on a regular basis for members and associate
with similar clubs here and overseas. Localised personal information and advice can be acquired from
our state delegates or web site:








Victoria: Paul Lucas at Mornington, 03 5975 7203.
Queensland: Terry White at Kelvin Grove 07 3356 5828.
Tasmania: John Barrass at Newstead 03 6333 0544.
Western Australia Zig Pasnicki 08 9397 6315.
South Australia: Ian Wilson at Clearview 08 8262 3033.
Queensland Ruth Farrar (BMW specialist) 0438 883 201.
Other independent associated registers and clubs that promote the same ideals are: British two stroke
club in Victoria, Goggomobil register in NSW, Siva in Perth WA, Velosolex Oz group in Vic, and
Southwest Brisbane motoring club inc.
The club magazine is published four times a year around the beginning of March, June, September,
and December. Items for inclusion should be submitted to the editor by the 10th of the month prior to
publication; receiving information early gives us a better chance of getting the magazine out on time.
Rates for half or full page advertisements are available at very modest cost.
Membership joining and renewals can be made by direct debit to Bendigo Bank BSB 633000. East
Gosford, to MCSC Inc A/c 122802259. Make sure you put your name in the comments section so we
know who it’s from.
During compilation of this publication the MCSC editor believed all reports and information true and correct. However the editor
makes no representations, either expressed or implied as to the accuracy of information and data contained herein, and accepts no
liability for any use of the information and data or reliance placed upon it. The above applies equally to our website
In other words if we got something wrong we are sorry and let us know. This particularly applies to phone numbers, dates,
technical details and name spelling. We do try our best! All rights reserved © 2020 MCSC.
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